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About This Game

"Those who control the present, control the past. And those who control the past control the future."

Storyline

That's what they say, anyway, but maybe they are wrong. Who knows?
If you were able to go back in time and take the risk of changing everything you know, would you do it?

"A Timely Intervention" is an innovative role-playing game featuring spectacular battle visuals, polished gameplay mechanisms,
an intricate storyline and a cast of colourful characters.

For the first part of the game, play as 2 separate parties, as the story goes back and forth between them. Each party has its own
hopes and goals; when they meet can those be reconciled as they join forces? And how can they know what their choices will

bring? Delve into a brand new world full of characters, secrets and possibilities.

Features

Customize your game to suit your preferences

Choose between visible and invisible enemies

If you choose invisible enemies, vary the encounter rate from the menu

Choose your difficulty level: Easy, Normal, Hard, Legendary. Be warned - it's called Legendary for a reason

Choose enable/disable mouse as often as you like

General

10 characters

Five characters in the active party to add strategic depth

Many skills level up with use - how strong they are depends on you

8-direction movement with mouse or keyboard

17 side quests

30 secret rooms to discover

30+ hours of addictive gameplay
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Fresh-looking enemies, dynamic battles, beautiful environments and charming music

The "Common Man" team back for another epic of masterful storytelling

More games by Gemelle Games

http://store.steampowered.com/app/370670/The_Tale_of_a_Common_Man/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/332390/Undefeated/
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I'd give this a go based on fun factor , short load times and improvements over last version , Note - I had to turn off vsync to get
stable framerates on this build using core i5 / 1080ti .. if you're looking for a good game for halloween this is the one.
FANTASTIC!!. Nioh is amazing. It's like a mix of ninja gaiden, dark souls, and diablo.

However where this game really shines is COOP, the revenants, and the super moves. My god man it is so much fun playing this
game in coop. You can actually play the entire game in coop with a friend. No gimmicks like bloodborne insight, or dark souls
embers or irritating things like that.

Torii gates mode let's you fully coop the entire game. You just don't get checkpoints. You get a limited number of total deaths
to kill the boss and you can't die at the same time. It's not really that tough, trust me. Or you can summon someone with ochoku
cups (basically like embers\/insight) and fully utilize the checkpoint system.

Revenants are bodies of dead players that you can activate to fight for their gear drops. It also gives you glory and ochoku cups.
Spend glory on cool stuff, like new costumes and skins and useful items. Revenants are pretty much your best source of gear
honestly. And you can coop the revenants. It's an amazing gameplay mechanic.

Super moves. Living weapons. Can basically bust your super and be invincible beating anything you want. On bosses you might
need 2-3 supers. You can use amrita stones to get your super back after you use it. Takes about 5-10 seconds, while you dodge
the boss\/adds. Believe me, this game is beatable by ANYONE if they just manage their supers correctly.

Ninja\/samurai magic and ninjitsu. Sloth alone will make tough guys completely manageable, if not easy. You can use points to
have 6 sloths ready to cast at any time. There are a TON more magics, stuff to cast elements that bosses and tough guys are
weak to, debuffs, buffs for you, heals for you and your coop partner. Again managing this stuff will make the difficulty go
down significantly.

So overall the difficulty of this game is completely reasonable once you learn the systems and how to use them to maximum
benefit. You'll find that although you crutched to supers at the beginning, you start owning yokai (demons, the hard one-shot
guys) easily after a while.

This game is massively easier than dark souls\/sekiro once you know how to use supers\/magic\/ninjitsu to your advantage.

So go coop this game with friends and have a blast. The endgame (DLC) is huge and the gear systems are great at the end.

. VR at it's best. Amazing that this game is made by only 1 guy.

About the game :
- Everything is so detailed your mind plays tricks on you, from the guns to the enemies even the surroundings. Once my brains
thought the rock I was hidding behind was so real, I thought lending on it with the result I smacked my face onto the ground :-)
- Shooting and aiming is also very accurate. If you aim right the enemies die a lot faster!
- There are some really creepy ennemies that give you the chill's if they sneak up to you from behind.
- Without giving to much information, near the end of the game there is a scene where I constantly had goosebumps all over my
body and my heart was racing like never expierenced in games before.
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- The shooting range is a big plus, so you can test and see which guns the developer has prepared for you.
- Bitcoin multiplier is a cool feature, even a little bit more for the guys owning some crypto's, when they experience the game is
more difficult they are earning money :-)
- Auto\/Manual reloading option add's variaty, realism and difficulty to the game.
- There are difficulty levels for everybody, from easy to very difficult.
- A save game option gives you the opportunity to stop for a while so your heartrate can return back to a normal state after
pumping you up.

Tips :
- If possible maybe try and add a multiplayer feature, so you can play against your friends
- Keep on updating so the game get's even better!

I really recommend buying this game as it is a game you have never played before. Every VR enthousiast should buy this game
as it is very sharply priced!

Taking into account that it is developed by one single person is just amazing!!!

Thumbs UP!!!!
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fantastic charming visual novel, I highly recommend it.. Does NOT run on x64 properly, has issues with more than 2Gb RAM.
Is a good game though if you're still running an old OS on a low-end PC.. One of the best platformers i've played. Like the ones
I played as a child (early kirby games came to mind), and without the nostalgia-goggles, this probably means this game has
better level design and balance than some of those.

While the basic gameplay is fairly casual, it realy starts to shine in how cleverly the chalenges are designed: going for all gems
requires some decent platformer skills.

tl;dr - buy if you love to challenge yourself in 100%-ing a platformer.. This is a really fun simcade. If you are looking for a
hardcore f-16 sim then this is not for you, try Falcon 4.0 instead. If you are looking to shoot down 20 to 30 enemies in one
mission then this is not for you, try Ace Combat or HAWX. If you are looking for something in between those two ends of the
spectrum then this is for you. There is a learning curve to the game, but it would not take more than a few training missions for
most to jump into the campign. There are a few bugs to the game, but nothing major that detracks from the fun.. Who can get a
better game than this? 10/10. Humorus short game for Golden Axe fans. Don't hesitate to snag it on a nice sale.. I have this. I
have played it.

it is not a game. It is a terrifying experince.

This is some sort of conglomeration of code that looks like a tile game but is so entirely artifical that every moment you spend
looking at it makes you painfuly aware that you could be doing something else. ANYTHING ELSE.

It's hard to find a reason to play this game for even a few seconds.

Zero Killed Early Access is Live (EA 0.8.8d changelog):
After much work, sweat and tears, we can finally let everyone play.

Thanks to the feedback from the community we've pushed some major updates.
The main thing we've added are dedicated servers, which are the reason that we had to delay the release (again) by a couple of
days, but which also have enabled us to release simultaneously on the Oculus Store and Steam, which will bring a bigger
playerbase to the game.
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This is an early access release though, so expect bugs. We are still working hard to bring you the best experience possible, and
we are fixing bugs in order of their severity.

You can read the changelog for the newest version (0.8.8d) below:

Known issues:

 Voice chat is temporarily disabled for dedicated servers.

 Nicknames doesn’t work for a moment. We need to integrate Steam nicknames with Oculus nicknames. We want to do
it asap if possible.

Changes:

 Added Dedicated Server support, allowing for cross-play between the Oculus and Steam versions. Please choose your
preferred server (USA/EU) in game. You can choose both, if you don’t care about lags over continent and want to play
with more players.

 DOM-Suburbs is now available.

 Game will now reassign the host to a random player when the original host leaves, rather than migrating the host and
restarting

 Big improvements to the hand alignment. It is still be a bit off so we await your feedback. We know that the second
hand is a little bit to low, so using stock may be hard. It also depends on weapons, so some are close to perfect.

 Fixed the belt location for the left-handed mode. Left handed mode is now fully functional!

 Added blocked spawns for DOM gamemode, it still experimental so we need your opinion and feedback.

 Changed the effect of receiving damage, so now you can see much more while getting rekt.

 Greatly reduced the dark screen effect while colliding. We are planning on improving colliding with walls in the next
patches.

 When you die, then death effect doesn’t cover HUD so you can see everything now.

 Added blocking regions to the Domination spawnpoints to prevent spawn killing.

 Miscellaneous fixes and visual improvements.

. Hotfix EA 0.8.9.:
We are working hard on the game to do not let down the people who see great potential in the game. We are now pushing some
important fixes after 2 days of work and many more are coming at the end of the week. Stay tuned!

EA 0.8.9d

 Added support for player nicknames on Steam and Oculus Store. No more random PC names!
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  Fixed servers hanging from time to time. Because of this many people couldn't play, as the game connected
them with server hanged. Now it is working correctly. 

 Added destructibles to Suburbs map.

 Fixed disappearing ladders. Damn ladders. Also we’ve disabled hand collision with ladders so it’s much easier to climb.

 Region menu is no longer rendering over the top of your hands.

 Increased Domination and Tournament HUD size, so you can see much better.

 Domination spawn blockers are now working much better (you can shot through them, but cannot move through them).

 Domination kills give +50 points for your team.

 Moved spawn points a little bit on Nuclear so it’s more balanced and harder to spawnkill.

 Minor fixes in connecting to server, should fix problem with people connecting to empty server while there are ones
with players available.

. Early Access 0.9.0 changelog:
These past few weeks have been filled with hard work to bring you guys the things you requested. We've got the usual fixes,
we've got settings and scoreboards, and we've got bots.

We present to you Zero Killed Early Access v0.9.0. Early Access:
The Zero Killed closed beta tests showed one thing clearly: the game has huge potential to become one of the best tactical VR
shooters out there and closed beta gathered a really dedicated communitty willing to help us make that happen.

That’s why we have decided not only to continue working with player on the title, but also to give everybody a chance to try out
the game and share their feedback. This means that the game will move from closed beta to Steam Early Access on October 3rd
this year. We feel that this is the best way of achieving what we've set out for. We want to create a truly immersive, comfortable
and bug-free multiplayer experience.

Zero Killed won't stay in Early Access forever, though. The game's new release date is November 30th.

During EA we'll implement a bunch of features requested by the community during the closed beta. From the small things like
the left-handed mode, to big changes - such as AI bots.

If you want to get your hand at Zero Killed and see our improvement over time, there's still time to sign up for the beta on 
http://playzerokilled.com/beta
The beta will last until the early access release on October 3rd

Originally posted by Shigeru Miyamoto:. Beta incoming soon, sign up today!:
It's happening. The enrollment to the closed beta event that will start soon is now open. Everyone with a headset ready
can join it at playzerokilled.com/#beta

You will have a chance to become one of the professional Zeros - people who still remain in the Zone Zero. Engage in 4
vs 4 multiplayer battles in VR. We look forward to your feedback and first impressions of the game.
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We'll meet you at the battlefield!

. Wild West Saga: Idle Tycoon Clicker BUCK: Saturday Morning Cartoon Apocalypse 江湖求生 Ganghood Survival Zero
Killed Early Access 0.9.2 changelog.:
EA 0.9.2

We are back with a really huge patch that overhauls the game. If you want to find more info and people to play with
check those links:

https://www.facebook.com/zerokilledgame
https://twitter.com/zerokilledgame
https://playzerokilled.com/discord

Changes:

 Cross platform voice chat! Finally!

 Progression system! Gain levels, unlock weapons, items and skins!

 Brand new menus for map selection, settings, skins selection and more

 Over 300 bugs fixed

 Events to gather players in specific times. Bonus exp for playing during events!

 New, better way, to plant mines/ sonars etc.

 Improvements to grenades throwing.

 Weapons were balanced.
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 Reworked reviving players

. Zero Killed will continue to grow and improve while staying in Early Access. A new chapter starts with a big
update!:

On your marks, Zeros!. Early Access 0.9.1 changelog:
EA 0.9.1

We keep going with another update and we want to keep pushing them every monday, so there is always something new
weekly.
Also we've increased our activity on facebook and twitter. If you want to read some tips about the game or about things
we are working on then check out
https://www.facebook.com/zerokilledgame
https://twitter.com/zerokilledgame

Changes:

 Maps now have lighting scenarios. Each map has a different lighting depending on the gamemode. We’ve heard
complaints about colour pallete of the game, so this change should improve your experience significantly.

Added a placeholder in-game menu to let you leave the match without closing the game. Activated by Y button
on Oculus controller and Left controller’s menu button on HTC Vive controller.

Fixes to performance in Main Menu.

Domination now has only one round, and its time is decided on a per-map basis.

Fixed some of the performance issues on Suburbs.

Fixed holo sight floating out of frame.

Fixed problems with player stuck in mid-air without a character.

Scoreboard now shows knocked-down and dead players.

Domination control zones now have a new VFX.

Extended loadout selection duration.

Rotation can now be disabled in main menu.

Bots now listen to noises. This make them smarter, stronger, faster.

Fixed bots sometimes not seeing people when their stomach was covered. I know it sounds peculiar.
Programming.

Known issues / extra comments:

Voice chat is disabled but should be ready in week or so, we have to write it from scratch to work between both
platforms.

Bots are available only in Evasion, so remember to choose this gamemode.

Offhand pose is clipping through the weapon sometimes. Workaround is to drop the weapon on the ground and
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pick it back up.
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